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The Heart Of The Natural Gas Industry
Will Beat In Istanbul
Holding the title of being the industry’s largest congress and fair in Turkey, the 7th International
Natural Gas Congress and Fair (INGAS 2017) will be held at the Haliç Congress Center on the
2nd and 3rd of November 2017. Hosted by IGDAS, which is considered to be the Turkish Natural Gas
Industry’s pioneer, INGAS 2017 expects the participation of over 5000 experts and sector
representatives, both local and from over 20 different countries.
Organized under the auspices of Republic of Turkey Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources,
the Energy Market Regulatory Authority (EMRA), Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality and
other governmental and non governmental institutions, INGAS 2017 will offer the opportunity to
evaluate the industry’s new projections, such as the sustainable development of the natural gas
industry and for Turkey to become a mid to long term natural gas trading centre. INGAS 2017 will
bring together all of the gas industry’s dynamics to an international platform.

The Importance Of Turkey’s Strategic Role In Natural Gas
IGDAS CEO Mehmet Cevik said: “Because of its geographic location being close to the Caspian Sea
Region and the Middle East, which contains 70% of the world’s natural gas and petroleum reserves,
Turkey strategically plays a key role. Consumption of energy rises daily to cater the increasing
needs. This is why consumption, management and monitoring technologic developments in natural gas
industry is so important for our country.”
He continued his statement by saying: “The 7th International Natural Gas Congress and Fair will
provide a platform for all stakeholders to come together and discuss the sector’s issues. The latest
innovations in natural gas distribution will be laid on the table, best practises will be evaluated.
Furthermore new investment strategies and opportunities will be discussed”

INGAS Will Provide Profitable Job Opportunities
INGAS 2017 will give its participants the opportunity to present their products and services to
the sector’s leading decision makers and gas distribution companies. Participants are going to catch
profitable job opportunities that will accelerate their international trade. They will be able to follow
the latest technologies as well. Apart from all this, by having one on one meetings, it will be possible
to get feedback about the sector very quickly and reach every consumer in the most efficient way.
INGAS 2017 expects participation from over 20 different countries including Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Oman,
Iran, Iraq, Russia, China, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzsan, Georgia, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates,
Algeria, Morocco, Nigeria, England, The Netherlands, Canada, Sweden, USA, Germany, Italy and India.
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